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 It can also be used in classes and in private lessons. Features: – Save or load game data;– Game settings (time, highscore);– Kill
enemies and defend your base;– Save your game to save all progress;– Take screenshots with a few simple clicks;– Attribute the

board to your taste;– Configure board size and settings;– Create and manage chess sets;– Quick access to the set-up menu;–
View the board and take control of a piece;– Add/remove pieces from a set, drag and drop pieces, change their position;– Select

game set;– Select chess pieces and change their attributes;– Import/export of games sets;– Automatic calculation of the best
move;– Checkmate detection;– Analysis and statistics of all games of all sets;– Set rules for both players, 4 players or 2

players;– Remember the choice of the set for any move, save the set for future use;– Configure the time limit;– Sound tracks;–
Set the end of game timeout;– Have the game resized;– Compare game times;– Many more features... Are you looking for a

software that makes it possible to control your windows mobile device like a human player? Are you looking for a software that
makes it possible to control a mouse or a joystick on your windows mobile device? Do you like playing video games on your

phone and not on your computer? If your answer to all of the above is "Yes", then you need Defender Control. With Defender
Control you can control your Windows Mobile device in a whole new way. With Defender Control you can play games such as
air hockey, pool, basketball, bowling, darts, golf, hockey, airsoft, slapshot, sim hockey, pinball, bowling, archery, ping pong,

pool (with a mouse), arcade, tennis and many more. Looking for a good and easy-to-use software solution to play video games
on your computer? Are you looking for a software to enjoy games on your mobile phone? Do you like playing video games on

your computer and not on your mobile phone? Do you want to play games on your mobile phone using a joystick or a
controller? With Defender Control you can now play video games on your computer using a mouse and/or a joystick! Defender

Control turns your PC into a video game console, so you can play video games on your PC using a mouse and/or a joystick
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